RESOLUTION NO . 2006-789
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
October 24, 2006
ACCEPTING THE 65TH STREET STATION BLOCK DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY REPORT; FINDING THAT ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF
FUND1NG ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR MATCH REQUIREMENT TO
RECEWE GRANT FUNDS FOR 65TH STREET CIRCULATION PLAN
STUDY; AUTHORIZATION TO ENTER INTO INDIVIDUAL PROJECT
AGREEMENT WITH REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO, APPROVAL OF AMENDMENT OF BUDGET FOR
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT NUMBER THI6
BACKGROUND
A..

The environmental document approved for the 65th Street/University Transit
Village Plan (Plan), ^^^^^^^ by the Council in 2002, included a series of
transportation mitigations that may be incompatible with the urban design,
density and use mix objectives ofthe Plan.

B.

In 2004, the Council authorized adoption of the 65th Street Redevelopment
Project Area and redevelopment plan

C.

In 2005, The Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (Agency)
engaged a consultant team to prepare a real estate development strategy
(Strategy) for a group of propert i es commonly referred to as the 65th Street
Station Block .

D.

The consultant team has recommended that the incompatible transportation
mitigations he re-examined and alternatives be designed that are in keeping with
the Plan and the purposes ofthe redevelopment area,

E.

In December 2005, the Council authorized submission of a grant application to
the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) that would assist in
funding an effort to reexamine the circulation needs of the Plan area (Study).
In March 2006, SACOG awarded $885,000 to fund the Study contingent upon a
minimum local commitment of funds totaling $ 1 14,7OO..

0.

In July 2006, Council directed staff to prepare a supplemental environmental
impact report to evaluate the potential environmental impacts of rescheduling
implementation of certain mitigation measures applicable to the Plan area
relating to traffic circulation.
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The consultant team has delivered and presented its final report on the Strategy,
attached as Exhibit A to this resolution,
The Council has designated the Study that will be funded by SACOG as Capital
Improvement Project ntjmber THi6.

J.

The Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento has afIocated 65#h Street
tax increment monies of $1 14,7OO as the local match and has authorized its
executive director to execute an individual project agreement (IPA) with the City
of Sacramento to provide local match funding to CIP number TFI16

K

Council has determined that no alternative funding sources are available for the
local match requirement for the Study.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNC1L
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section ^

ct'r^n 2

Section 3

After due consideration of the facts presented, the findings, including the
environmental findings regarding this action, as stated in this resolution
and the staff report that accompanies this resoiutionT are approved
The Council accepts the consultant report on the Strategyt attached to
this resolution as Exhibit A.
In accordance with California Redevelopment Law Section 33445, the City
Council furtherfinds and determinesthat:

(a)

The Study will benefit the project area and adjacent neighborhoods by
recommending appropriate alternative mitigation measures to facilitate
automobile, transit, pedestrian and bicycle circulation in a manner that is
consistent with transit village urban design goals adopted for the project
area.

(b)

No other reasonable means of financing the Study is available to the
community.

(c)

The payment of the cost for the Study is consistent with the project area
implementation plan and will assist in eliminating blighting conditions that
include inadequate} outmoded transportation and utility infrastructure that
prevents achievement of the implementation plan by limiting
redevelopment of underutilized properties to create the densities and mix
of land uses in the implementation plan.

Section 4

The City Manager or his designee is authorized to enter into Individual
Project Agreements ("IFA1) with the Redevelopment Agency af#he City of
Sacramento to accept $ 1 14,7OO in Agency funding, or such other funding
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amount as the Agency may reasonably authorize, to supplement $885OOO
ofgrantfunding from SACOG approved to carry out CIP number TH16.
Section5

The City Manager or his designee is authorized to take all actions and
execute such instruments as may be necessary to implement the IPA,
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In 2005, the Sacramento Housirtg and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA)
contracted with Leland Consulting Group, joined by F]etcher Fan Ayol±e
Architects and ^e]san\Nygaard Corisuking Associates! transportation planners,
to prepare a conceptual development plan and strategy for the Station Block, a
13,.6-acre block located across Q Street from the 65 Street light rail station.
Identified as ^ catalyst development site in the 2002 65th Street/University
Transit Village P'an, this study explored in greater detail potential development
options and identified specific public actions to facilitate redevelopment
The Station Block itself is comprised of a variety of uses^ including the 65;ri Street
Regional Transit bus transfer facility, where nine b^^ lines converge across from
the light rail station.. Other uses on the block include large retail stores, offices,
and light industrial u^^^ on the eastern end and a vacant office building and a
small retail center on the west end..
The Station Block has the potential to be one of the region's strongest transitoriented developments. it is surrounded by the vibrant East Sacramento and
Tahoe park neighborhoods, has excellent regional transportation access, and is
steps from Sacramento State University.. Thus, it has all the ingredients of a great
urban community: location, access, and visibility.. However, for that vision to be
realized, the surrounding district, the 65Street/University Tian,sil Village, must
also rise to the occasion. Thus, rather than being a standalone project, the Station
Block should be part of alarger pedestrian community.. As discovered in the
course of this analysis, achieving this vision will require some important changes
to current plans.
This study identified major barriers to implementation that must be addressed
prior to development. These include:
N

planned transportation improvements that are in conflict with the
adopted vision for a pedestrian-oriented neighborhood;

.

Poor access to Sacramento State, which is the single greatest market
opportunity for tenants and patrons of businesses in the Transit Village;

^

Fractured ownership with varying investment goals and timelines,

I

Poor connectivity and pedestrian access throughout the Transit Village;
and
Uncertainty about the future, which translates to developer risk and
ambivalence.
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Thus, this prnject began as ^^ocused study of the Station IMock itself, with the
int:entian of spending considerable effort preparing deiled master plans of
development alternatives. As the consultant team realized the significance of the
barriers, they quickly r^^^iened the project by focusing on addressing these
bariiers at the Transit Village level, while preparing less detailed conceptual
plans for the Station Block. Successful development results from good due
diligence and considerable " getting ready."
If these barriers were successfully removed or mitigated, this study found that
early development at the west end of the Station Block could result in a vibrant
mixetiMuse project, with from 125 to 225 housing u.n^^ and from 28,000 to 65,000
square feet of retail and commercial spaee., But for this to be possible, a number
of public and private actions must be immediately pursued:
1!

Delay the planned Folsom Boulevard transportation improvements and
conduct a circulation study to analyze the impacts of creating a new
entrance to Sacramento ^^^e University at the end of 651^1 Street near the
current Hornet Tunnel. Such an entrance would dramatically supporl
the Transit Village vision by creating a "university Main Street" on 65Lh
and potentially reducing congestion at 65and Falsom. This study
should be far^reaching, including the analysis of a new entrance's impact
to the 65th and Folsom intersection, provision of on^sLreet parking arid
wide sidewalks throughout the Transit Village, and the canceling of a
planned widening Q^ the Folsom Boulevard rail uridercrossing. As
currently planned, the transportation improvements would not create the type
afpedesfriart-orteti ^^^ environment envisioned under current City policy

2.

Support ongoing public-public partnerships between Sacramento State
and the City un support of this projecL,. The issues and bairiers identified
in this study will require cooperation and creative financing of
imp^ovemenis - this responsibility must he shared among a wide range
of leaders.

3,

Build the Sac State Tram. This bus rapid transit ^^^^ circulator wifi
greatly improve accessibility to the Transit Village for tens of thousands
of students an a daily basis, who are the largest market opportunity for
new development. Further, the Sac State Tram could have significant
traffic reduction benefits by making light rail a more attractive
transportation option for students, faculty, and visitors.

4.

Consider minor changes to zoning and parking requiremen. The
Station Block. currently has two zoning designations covering it. Given
the strong market for housing and housing's ability to revitalize transit
villages, the City should consider zone changes that emphasize housing
over retail with parking ratios that are appropriate for a transit v^^^^^.
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Assemble land at the Station Block in preparation for deveIoprnent The
fractured ownership of the site will mean that redevelopment will be
small and piecemeal if some sort of aggregalion of property is not made.
This can be done either through outright acquisftion or through any
number of public-private p^rtherships, where current property owners
could lead or be financial pariners in a redeve1opmen of the site..
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. On troduct
With one of the Sacramento region's busiest light rail stations and the praxirnity
to the Sacramento State University (Sac State) campus, the 65th Street Station
Block is well positioned to be a model transit-oriented development (TOD) in the
region.. As a part of the 651 Street Transit Village, the Station Black's potential
has already been acknowledged publicly„ Recognizing the development
potential{ the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) retained
the consultant team of Leland Consulting Group (LCG), urban strategists;
Fletcher Parr Ayotte Architects (EPA); and Nelson\N}rgaard Associates (N\N),
tTansporkabon planners, to prepare asp^cific development plan for the properly
The findings discussed in this report are intended to support SHRA and City
decision makers as they weigh transportation, redevelopment, and infrastructure
investment options.
The team would like to thank the many agency partners arid stakehoJd^rs who
were interviewed in this process - their willingness to participate and their
candor has been extremely helpful in preparing a realistic assessment of the
situation,

Methodology
The Station B^^^^ Development Strategy was prepared following a series of
reconnaissance and analysis steps . The analysis began with a thorough review of
existing studiesf site information, and other ^^cuments. Fo^^wing this ^ev^ew,
the team conducted aseries of sta.kehoIder interviews, including Station Block
and nearby property owners, City staff, and representatives from Sacramento
State University. From these meetings, the team identified the development
barriers and opportunities that impact the site., Finally, the team held a two-day
planning workshop on June 14 and 15, 2005 to work with key staff and
stakeholders to identify conceptual alternatives for the development of the
Station Block
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65th Street/University Transit Village
The 65th Street f Uriiversity Transit Village (the Transit ^^^^^) is located in East
Sacramento just to the west of the convergence of Folsom ]3ouievaxd and
Highway 5O, To the north, it is bordered by Sacramento State University,
although the heart of campus is about one m.^^ from the ^^^^ Stieet light rail
sta1:ion^^ district is served by many transportation amenities, including the
RT light rail line, nine bus lines, ^ freeway interchange, Folsom Boulevard, and
65th 5treet. Thus, the Village is close to Sacramento State, the Tahoe park
neighborhood, and the neighborhoods of East Saciamento..
Within the Village itself is the SMUD headquarters, with over 2,000 employees.,
Just to the south of I-^^hway 50 is the Tahoe park neighborhood and The Verge
student housing complex (formerly known as Jefferson Commons), home to
almost 800 students.

Station Block
The Station Black is an approximately 13.6-acre site located in the Transit Village
and s bounded by 65t1 Street on the west, Folsorn. Bou1evaid on the northx the
Union Pacific Railroad tracks on the east, and Q Street an the south. The site is
made up of anumber of separatu property ownerships. Current uses an the
Station Block are as follows:
n

East of Redding Avenue: warehouses, Airgas propane facility, and a
vacant Jot.

I

Middle of Station Block (between 67^h and Redtling Avenue): vacant
building (former A&A Appliance and Office Depot), newly renovated
retail buildings, new A&A Appliance store, warehouses.

n

West end of5talion Block: RI bus transfer facility, former Sacramento
C^^^ ^^^^ (under renovalion), small retail building..

Zoning an the Station Block was updated to allow for mixed uses after the
adoption of the 65th Street/University Transit Village Plan in 2002, described
later..
n

The western half of the block is zoned C(General Commercial) with a
transit overlay, which requires commercial uses but allows housing as
an ^^^^^^nal mixed use..

U

The site on the eastern half of the block (east of b^(h)f js zoned Rtv(
(Residential Mixed Use) with a txansit overlay, ^^^^h is primarily a
medium-density residential zone, but allows ground floor commercial
as a mixed use.,
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Figure 2. 1

Table 2.. ^ ^ Station Black Parcel Information

Number
I.

Parcel ID
015-0010-020-0000

Owner
RichrnondTrust

Size
(acres)
0.38

Zoning
(TO)
C2

2

O15-OO1O-OO3OOOO

Mark Lucas

1 57

Cm2

^

O15OO1OO21-OOOO

Regional Transit

223

4

O15^^1^O23OO0O

S

015-OO1O-024-000{)

6
.--

OL5-^^[O-O25-qQ(l0
________________

7

(11OO1OO15•OOO0

S

O15OO1O-Q43-OOOO

9

015R0010-033-0000

TO

(l15-[^1O-O34QtlO{l

11
TOTAL

GnnzaI^sMKarnm^1
Enter ri.^es
University Station
^^^
University Station
LLC
Gonzales KinmeJ
6779 St. irLC
Conza1es &

2

RMX

:t.iO

RMX

Airgas Northern
California &
IVevadar Inc,
Perez, Landis, et al

^

Retail building (oJd Office Depot
Office and retail building
^^ccu.1ed}, , ar^^ g
Olfice and retail building
n^^u icd , parking

c] 97

RMX

Retail (occupied)

1.^7

RMX

Warehouse (occu ied
Vacant (unimproved)

C) .97

Sullivan

Sicrait3cnto I-l1^iRi;^^n1 I^t dci^spc^7cn1 A gc ncv

Bus transfer facility

RMX

rL^e^

Use(s)
5tiri rttai' bui3din g (occu pied)
Vacant nne11oor office building
1o^-rncr county building).

I ,22

RMX

Airgas facility

1.03
13,6?

^1

Warehous^ (occupied)
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Source: Mctroscan, Lelaud Consulting Group

Planning Context
This effort is not the first planning exercise that inlorms the Station Block. A
number of plans have already been prepared that serve as the starting point for
the specific site planning underway now:
^^^ ^^^ct/Universily Transit Village i'ian: Adopted by the City Council in
October 2002, this plan defined the community's goals and visions for the 65th
Street/ University Transit Village District., In addition to defining a range of
zoning and other land use policies, the Plan identified 27 goals for the District„
These goals serve as the baseline for defining the overall theme and vision for the
Transit Village and are included in the Appendix.
In addition to the above plan, other recent planning documents that guide the
evolution of the Transit Village include;
65th Street/University Transit Village Infrastructure Needs Assessment: This
plan identifies infrastructure improvements required to implement the Transit
Village Plan above,.
Transit for Livable Communities (TLC): The TLC planning project, conducted
in 2002, identfied regional strategies for implementing T^D throughout
Sacramento..
South 65th Street Area Plan: While the Station Block is not technically part of this
plan, it describes the vision for the neighborhoods south of US-50, and is
therefore extremely important in terms of understanding connectivity and the
potential users of the Station Block..

Recent Projects
To the We5t of the Station Block, across 65Street, two significant developments
have broken ground:
65111 Street Vi1lag€1F65: This project is located at the southwest corner of Folsom
Boulevard and 65th Street, it is alieady built and partially occupied, totaling
49,252 square feet of retail space on Z.7 acres..

.

8 loft towuhomes

+

33,000 square feet of retail

r

9,500 square feet of residential space

S

j54 parking spaces

Rasmussen i'^^^eth This project is located on an 1L' shaped parcel behind the
65th Street Village with access to both Folsom and ^^^k it broke ground in
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August 2005{ and, when complete, will contain Z443 square feet of retail, 141
renta1 residential lofts, and. 180 parking spaces on 468 acres.
On the Station Block itself, there have been a number of recent changes:
Sullivan Project A number of improvements ^o some of the Station Block
properties are currently underway. Propefties owned by Jim Sullivan have
recently been repainted and office space on the second floor is ^eirg renovated.,
Retail space at the east end of the project 1s also planned for renovation.
Gonzales Property: At the far eastern end of the Station Block, the former thrift
store property is currently undergoing major renovations in preparation for the
relocation of a paint store and ^&A Appliance. This project includes significant
interior and exterior upgrades..
Lucas Pnterprises: Lucas Enterprises recently purchased the former County
building. Tlenant improvements are planned for much of the building contingent
upon the signing of leases for the space.. These leases are anticipated to be an
interim use until a larger Station Block project is feasible..

Planned Projects
In addition to the above projects that are currently underway, other projects are
in the planning stages,
Jackson Properties. immediately south of the Station Block, the former "Barn"
property has been entitled for up to 160,000 square feet of office space.. Since the
office market has been soft in recent years, the property owner is considering
alternatives..
Sac State Master Plan Elements: Adapted in 2004, the Sac State Master Plan
accommodates an increase in student enrollment from 29,000 to 38,000 by 2014 a 3lpercent increase, Much of this growth, including 7,000 stna.ctured parking
spaces (tot^ ^^^^ ^ ^114O million), would occur near the south edge of the
campus, near Falsoni Boulevard... The university may avoid the need to build
approximately half these spaces if the Sac State Tram successfully rNoru^^cls the
campus to the 65th Street light rail station., The campus' main south entrance
would shift away from College Town Drive and Power inn Road toward Folsom
Boulevard and 65t1 , Street.. It is estimated that up to 37 percent of traffic in the left
turn packet at Folsom Boulevard in the Transit Village is related to the university
today. As a part of the University's strategy to make the campus serve the entire
region, a number of significant improvements are planned (see Figure 2.2):
I

New Arena: A 6,000 to 8f000 seat indoor arena is planned adjacent to
Hornet Stadium. it is projected to be complete in 2009-2010.

fScience and Space Center: Located near the ]SLTeet entrance, this facility
is planned to include an observatory, planetarium, hands-an science
5ili:#'i11ni^I7to
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exploration areas, and laboratories for students interested in astronomy
research. It is projected to open in 2OO8-2OO9.
*

Recreation and Weilness Center This major upgrade and new facility
adjacent to Hornet Stadium will include gyms, poois, a rock climbing
wallr a student health center, dassrooms, conference spacef and other
uses„ It is projected to open fri 2009-2010

n

Hornet Bookstore: A new Hornet Bookstore will be built on the east
edge of campus and is slated to open in 2007..

R

University Vi1Iage. Sac State recently acquired the 25-acre former CIA
property on Ramona Avenue for future redevelopment as more than 500
tmils of affordable and attainable faculty and staff housing., It is
projected to open in 2008-2009 with a total investment of $80 -$100
million.
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Figure 2 2

Table 2 2, Station Block Context
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The combination of existing, orrgoing, and planned deve1opmen in the Transit
Village area combined with existing uses and infrastructure may act as barriers
to the type of development envisioned in the Transit Village Plan.. A summary of
tue key challenges is as follows:

Fosom Boulevard Improvements
The Folsom Boulevard Improvements Project is a planned set of roadway
improvements that implement elements of the Transit Village PJan including
mitigation measures for traffic impacts generated by the Transit Village as well
as from the Granite Regional Paik project. Currently in the planning stages, the
City of Sacramento, working with Mark Thomas & Company engineers,
produced an administrative draft technical memorandum summarizing the
proposed improvements. The planned improvements focus on enhancing tiafflc
flow, streeiscape improvements, and greater pedestrian amenities..
Some of the key elements of the improvement project include:
U

Widen Folsom Boulevard from two lanes to four Imes under the UP,I^R
iracks, connecting existing four lane segments.

.

Improve bicycle lanes throughout and add new bicycle lanes where there are
none currently..

n

Improve sidewalks throughout and add new sidewalks where there are none
currently..

N

Construct new pedestrian and bicycle pathways under the railroad tracks
along both sides of pol^oni Boulevard.,

a

Extend Ramona to Folsom arid create a new major entrance to Sac State.

.

Create all-movement intersection at Elves and Folsom.

n

Add new turn lanes at key intersections, particularly 65th Street and
Jarnona,

.

Provide landscaping throughout.

As described in a technical memorandum dated May 27x 2005 prepared by
Nelson^Nygaard Consulting, there are conflicts between the proposed
transportation improvements and the adopted vision for the Transit Village as a
pedestrian-oriented community.. Among the key reasons for the conflict is the
fact that the transportation improvements implement mandated traffic
mitigation measures for the Transit Village and for projects that are located
outside the Transit Village. Some of those improvements were designed to
facilitate traffic movement at intersections far f=am the heart of the Transit
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Village and do riot promote the context of the Traris^t Vifiage as a pedestrian
oriented community..
Some significant improvements will have a detrimental impact on the ability to
truly achieve the vision., By extension, therefore, the improvements inhibit the
abifity to achieve a successful transit-oriented development at the Station Block
There are a number of important facts relating to traffic in the Transit Village:
.

The most significant traffic constraint is the intersection of 651:h Street and
Folsom Boulevard (and the high number of turning movements that occur
there), not the narrowing of Folsom Boulevard to two lanes under the
railroad tracks.. Yett the widening of the railroad undercrossing is by far the
most expensive component of the improvement project In fact, keeping a
"choke point" at this location may alleviate further congestion at 65^j Street
by restricting flow..

I

Only 13 percent of traffic turning left from westbound Folsom Boulevard to
southbound ^5^^ Street originates east of College Town Drive and fully 37
percent of traffic in this turn lane is a result of Sacramento State University.
Thus, addressing traffic generated by Sacramento State could have
significant impacts on the Transit Village.

^Traffic volumes on Folsom Boulevard are projected to use 1rpm 22,000 to
27,000 vehicles per day today to 32,000 to 39,000 vehicles per day in 2025..
In conclusion, some of the Folsom Boulevard impIovements aruin conflict with
the adopted policies of the City that state that the Transit Village should be a
pedestrian-frienWy neighborhood with an emphasis on the pcdestria.nst not cars.
Rethinking the proposed improvements must be a part of the implementation
strategy for the Station Block to ensure that the site is developed successfully as a
transit-oriented development,

Other Transportation Constiants
In addition to the Folsom Boulevard Transportation improvement issues, other
existing conditions influence the site..

Poor Connectivity
Unlike downtown, streets dominate this portion of Sacramento with very poor
connectivity.. Through streets are generally spaced every half-mile to a mile.. As
a result, the through streets must carry very high volumes of auto traffic and
present barriers to travel by transit, bicycle and foot. The study area is affected
by the fact that Falsain and 65i1, are the only through sfr^ets for great distances.
The result is a major traffic bottleneck in the heart of what should be a
pedestrian-oriented area..
One of the most effective tools for alleviating this bottleneck is to restore as much
of the grid as possible. This is hampered by the railroad tracks, highway. and the
large (½ to one-mile) grid pattern for collector and arterial stree.
5i3crz1ci7k) Fifi ti^iiij;
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Auto Orientation ofLand Uses
Most of the surrou.r► dli.ng land use context is exclusively auto oriented. This is
understandable given the fact that the area was formerly industrial, oriented to
the two freight railroads

Physical and Other Issues
Parking
Paiking on titie site is currently adequate for the existing uses, but an
intensification of the uses on the site may require some form of structured
parking..

Fractured Ownership
As shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2,1, ownership of the Station. Block is
significantly fractured, with seven separate owners and partners.. Further, many
of the buildings on the site have 1ong^tearm Jea^^5 with existing tenants or are
expected to have new leases soon. The multiple parties and differing lease time
frames wifl make joint devdopment or land assembly challenging for at least the
next five to ten years.,

Land Costs
While they have not been verified with actual sales data, the team heard many
comments in the stakeholder interviews that land costs throughput t^^,Jrt
Village have become extremely high due to speculation, yet retail rents have not
moved uF. High land casts coupled with stagnant rents may force current
owners to maintain existing uses for a longer peiiod of lime.

Infrastructure
Utai.ity infrastructure (water and sewer) on and near the Station Block is
reportedly at or near capacity and will likely force new development to wail
until capacity improvements are made.. It has been noted that one a^ SHRA's
first redevelopment projects will be to address these infrastructure issues.
Uncertainty
The Folsom Boulevard improvements Project is now on hold as a result of the
firidirgs of this study and the future circulation study. The improvements will
take many years to construct once the projecl is restarted.. In addition, the
infrastructure limitations mentioned above create additional uncertainty about
the ability to successfully implement adevelopment project.. To private sector
developers, certainty in development is one of the most valuable and critical
components of a project.. Until both of these issues are resolved, ii may be
difficult to get the private sector to break ground on a project..
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LRT Tracks & G5
Several pr^^ed stakeholders suggested that a potential so'ution Lo the traffic
congestion problems at 65th and Folsom would be to provide a grade separation
of the railroad tracks a^ 65t^1^ Peak hour observations at the station area
confirmed that the L^RT trains do, in fact, introduce motorist delay along 65'..
City DOT staff, however, has suggested tiaE the L,RT crossing may not be the
major capacity constraint in the roadway system.. While the gate arms are down,
there does not appear to be a substantial amount of unused capacity at the
freeway ramps or the 65th and Folsom intersection that could be used if only cars
could get across the tracks. Once the gate arms open, i^^^ quickly fills in,
queuing from the ^cLua1 bofflenecks at the key intersections.
Thus, it is unlikely that creating agrade separation would result in asignificant
capacity improvement. A grade separation project here would likely not be the
most ^^^^ effective means for managing congestion in the station area., Certainly,
such a project woul.d provide very 1itile benefit for RT These preliminary
conclusions should be confirmed by a^uantitative traffic analysis, which has not
yet been completed..
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Preparing a conceptual master plan for the Station Block must begin with a set of
shared principles and a common vision, This vision establishes the baseline
components of the project arid creates the criteria against whkh alternatives can
be evaluated. Reaching this common vision involves input from many
stakeholders, a review of existing plans and documents, and an assessment of
market feasibillLy. Based on these findings, the vision for the Station Black is
described as follows:
The Station Black wifi be a vibrankf mixed-use project, at urban densities
that Contribute to the vitality of the 65th Street /University Transit Village
It will have active uses on both 65Street and Folsom Boulevard and
will support the commercial and residential needs of existing users,
nearby neighborhoods, and Sacramento State University. It will be part
of a revitalized Trans^1 Village where pedestrians can comfortably walk
between uses and will facilitate shared parking., Ii will strengthen
connections between Sac Sae and the light rail station and will be an
example of quality development.,

Stakeholder Summary
Early in the project, the consultant team met with key sta.keholders, property
ow-,ners, and developers within the Transit Village Dis1rict These conversations
focused on the Station Block and included discussions of the vision for the site,
perceptions of existing barriers, and areas for opportuni ty. While there were a
variety of perspectives, there were also some common themes that emerged:
U

Do something bold on the site;

n

Spend public money on projects that will benefit the entire district;

n

Improving traffic flow and pedestrian safety will go along way toward
achieving the Transit Village vision;

n

Keep in mind the adjacent neighborhoods such as East Sacramento and
Tahoe Park ^ let the Station Block and the Transit Village be a
neighborhood village;

p

Also keep in mind Sac State and the huge potential driver it could be for
redevelopment in the District;
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I

Turn 65th irtto a frue campus r^^ sfteel wikh xCSiBUIants, bookstores,
shops, and hou,sthg and

_

There is a lot of I:inv.^^ and unceflainty related to ongoing plans and
projects in the area.
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Since many components of the Transit Village need further study, this report
includes conceptual development alteinatxves on the westernmost portion of the
Station Black onJy.. This part of the Station Block has significant redevelapab1e
property (including the RT bus transfer facility) and could be redeveloped prior
to reaching final consensus an some of the issues described above, such as the
location of internal sheets, changes to 65k^, anew entrance to Sac State, etc, Thus,
this section describes the type of development that could be achieved in the short
term, recognizing that some of the other issues identified above may take five
years or more to study and impiement.

Assumptions and Limitations
The conceptual development options described here assume essentially the same
mixed-use vision for the site, but vary based on haw much property is available
for redevelopmen1, Other factors that are common to each concept include:
^

That the entire western portion of the site be available for redevelopment
As described in the Act-ion Plan ^^admap, later, this will require joint
development, land assembly, or some other form o. pubIic^private
partnership.

^

That the RT bus transfer facility is relocated. As described in the Appendix,
there are several conceptual opportunities to relocate it, but eath will require
considerable technical analysis to determine whether it is feasible or would
have negative consequences on RT`s operations. This study assumed that
the existing corner site is simply too valuable for redevelopment and for the
main street concept on 65+h to remain as abus station..

U

The proposed concepts are consistent with current zoning, including
building heights, density, and parking ratios.

^

The development concepts have not been analyzed financially to assess the
development costs or financiai feasibility. Instead, their purpose is to
explore what is physically feasible on the site and fits with the desired
character of the Transit Viilage. The Action plan includes a financial analysis
as a future task ,

Prog rams
A development program is a narrative and numerical description of the
character, type, scale, and mix of uses of development that will occur on asite,
Specifically, the development will include ground-floor retail on 65f1t and poisom
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with residential uses above. Having adive ground4Joor frontages fulfills the
vision for those streets to serve as ^ain^^^els. While office uses could aLso
locate above the ground floor, the parking demands of office users would be
considerably higher than for residential users, and office space would not
activate the Transit Vi^^^^ in the evenings and on weekends. The three options
are similar in terms of uses and differ in the size of the development site and
internal circuIation

Options Summary
Table 5,1

L
Development land area

4.2 acres

Over^^ FAR (not
^^^^^

1.21
44,000 Sr

Residential
Office/ Flex
Parking
structured
on-street

186 units

F

^pti^on
^.. -Y_ .r ,.

'

J

Parking per residential unit
Parking per 1,000
lLcf^!ce
Open Space
Source: FPA Architects

Sucraixt^:nUx ^ lotiiing ^^^•d l^cdcv(1()rlflLs71 Agcncy

^

62 acres
L05
65,000 SF
223 uni ts
0

250
45

490

295

545
1.0

to

252

55

5.0
23,000 SF

1.0

5.0
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Option A
The first development option does not require any properly acquisition east of
67th With a core parking garage sunounded on three sides by retail storefronts,
the development would have two levels of housing above the garage, providing
160 apaitment units. Lining 67^i Sfreet would be 26 townhornes or live-work
units, which wauld provide acontinuaus street frontage where retail would not
likely be successful. Above the parking garage would be open space to serve as
an amenity for residents. Limited by site size, this alternative would create a
Iini^d amount of parking lo serve the retail. An additional level of parking
could be provided ^^^^w grade, but at considerable expense.

Figure 5.1
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Figure 5t2

OPTION A

LEVEL THREE
FLATS - 8ODl1 ^ ^^^ ^ F
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^
^
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i
i
i
i
^
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LEVEL ONE
- PARKING
250 SPACES
- RETAIL
BOUTIQUE - 24,1100 SF
GROCERY 20000SF
- HOUSING
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250 SPACES
44,000SF
- HOUSING
186 UNr1'S
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Option B
Option B is similar ^a Option A, except thai it utilizes property east of 67th, where
a^^^^^nal parking could be built to serve the project and possibly other
pr^^^^^^^ in the Transit Vil1age. With additional properly available, i t could
also provide a greater diversity of housthg products, with up to 63 ta^ornes or
live-work units u-i addition to the apartment flats.. The configuration would
create space for a larger an^^^^ retailer of 20x000 square feet, perhaps a specialty
grocer.

Figure 5,2
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Figure 52 2
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Option C
The third option utilizes the same, larger property as Option B, but assumes a
higher degree of internal circulation and creates a r,minft grid s^cture. ^^^e
these smaller blocks would create less efficient parking s^ctiires, one level of
underground parking would be built at the western end of the sife, Instead of
focusing on apartments, this concept would include 124 two-stozy flats located
above the grnund floor ^^tailfi Office flex spaces would be located on the ground
floor of internal blocks since those locations would not have the visibility
required by retailers..

Figure 5.3
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Figure 5,3 2

OPTI ON C
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Recommended Alternative
While Option C creates a more refined pedesfrian grid on the site, the cost of the
underground parking would likely be prohibitive and would not be justified by
the relatively few housing unlis produced., Instead, Options A and ^ are
preferred due to the significant housing that they would provide and the fact
that they could be built with above-grade parking st^^chircs, minimizing the
expense of providing parking, Of the two, Option B best balances the
opportunity that housing provides for atrarsit district and has adequate parking
to avoid negative impacts elsewhere in the Transit Vifiage or adjoining
neighborhoods.. However, if acquisition of properties east of 67th i not possible,
OpLion A^^ould be pursued as an interim solution until those properties are
redeveloped..
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To inplemenL the vision, a series of development principles should be used to
serve two important purposes: '1} to guide the specific planning of land uses on
the Station Block itself; and ?^ to help ewduate other planned projects in the
district and Identify additional tasks or changes that are necessary., This section
describes those principles and certain immediate steps that should be taken
before pursuing full development of the Station Biock

Folsom Boulevard and 65th Street as Main Streets
The vision for the 65 Street/University Transit Village as a pedestrian-oriented
district implies that both 65SLrcet and Folsom Boulevard behave as "Mairt
^^^els.," With buildings built to the lot line, ^^^streeL parking, and wide
sidewalks, these Main StTeets encourage the type of active, walkable district that
the City has described in the Transit V^^^^e vision. As it relates to the Station
Block and the existing conditions today, the following changes should be
impIemented.,
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Focus on Housing
As a strategy, the Trans^L
Village should focus on
providing significant amounts
of housing in order to achieve
the active pedestrian
environment described in the
visian_ There is a strong arid
growingmarket for urban
housing., Average family sizes
are ^efting smaller, a growing
proportion of households house
two or fewer people, more
people are working from home,
and more people are seeking
safe, interesting and inviting
ertvirorments.. This is especially
true for a neighborhood
adjacent to a major urban university,.
Compared to offices, housing
provides stronger support for
retail. Spending from the
typical office worker supports
O.,5 square feet of retail space.
Residents, in contrast, can be
expected to spend enough to
support 1 0 square feet of retail
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avai1able., This represents a 20
to I leverage opportunity for
housing versus office users
when considering how to
support retail. Urban housing
also requires less parking than
office development. Office
space requires 3.0 to 35 spaces
per 1,000 square feet of
development; housing requires
just 1.,0 to 20 spaces per L000
square feet, depending on the
parking codes..
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Finally, urban housing generates activity late into the evening and every day of
the week, whereas office buildings are typically empty after 5:00 pm. and on
weekends.

Parking
The quantity and location of parking on the Station Block is afactar of phasing
and whether paiking needs to be pravkled for the site itself or also for the rest of
the Transit Village. The feasib' "ty of shared parking further depends on the type
of land uses involved. Developers of retail projects typically expect customer
parking on the same block as their buildings, although in distrkts with multiple
compelling retail destinations and an irviting pedestrian environment, people
will walk a few blocks from their parking space to their destination.. For for^sa1e
resid^ntiai projects, developers will demand parking in the same building For
rental housing, it may be possible to attract developers if the parking were
provided across the street, but having parking attached to the apartment
^uilciirtg would be preferred. }rrt.pJoyee parking may be more distant, but these
numbers will be small. Thusx major enhancements to the pedestrian
environment, surrounding land uses, and connectivity are needed if ashared
parking facility is to be feasibie., Specifically, short crossing distances across
Folsom Boulevard and more development on the blocks to the north would help
support a shared garage at the Station Block.

On-Street Parking
On-street parking is critical for the success of street-oriented retailers. It is the
most convenient type of parking and it creates the steady turnover of shoppers
needed by stop-and-go retailers such as coffee shops, dry cleaners, and specialty
food stores Further, on-street parking provides asafety buffer between the
peciestTian and street traffic, further encouraging pedestrian activity. While the
actual number of parking spots provided in front of each store is small, the
perception of parking availabil ity and the overall traffic-calming effects are
essential components of a pedestrian district,
hi order to provide a high quality street for all modes, additional right of way is
needed along 51h arid Folsom. Replacing the planned additional havel lane on
65th Street and the additional turn lanes on Foisom with on-street parking and
wider sidewalks should reduce the additional right of way needed. if future
policies and conditions determine that additional roadway capacity outweighs
the pedestria.n^ and retai1orientation of the Transit Village, the on-street parking
can be converted to a travel lane, perhaps only at peak travel times. These issues
should be explored in the forthcoming circulation study.
In order to support retail, the sidewalks along Folsom and 65'^ and their cross
streets should be aminimum of 10 feet wide, with 15 feet preferred., With On street parking, no landscape buffer is needed, and sheet trees can be provided
within these diniension5., street trees can be located in the parking iarie to
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improve pedestrian ^^^^^^ or in the widened sidewalk to provide for more onstreet parkingand trees

Parking Implementation
The following ^^clian describes some of the implementation details of a parking
structitre in the Tr^nsft Village..
Phasing. If it was passible to know precisely which buil^gs would be
constructed first, and that redevelopment of all remaining parcels would follow
in an orderly fashion, it might be possIbIe to develop a parking phasing strategy
utilizing a mix of: temporary surface parking and strategic investment in
structures.. I-Iovuever, due to the fractured ownership on the Station BIocICf it is
not possible to predict when all the parcels will trnn over.. As a result, an
oversized parking structure intended to accommodate both immediate and later
development may not be finaricabIe, since it will require an immediate return
Economies of Scale There are significant economies of scale in the construction
of parking structures, with small, irregularly shaped structures much more costly
per space than larger, rectangular structures that fit into -l2o^ incrementsr. After
a certain sLze, however, increasing scale offers diminishing returns. If structr.ired
parking is requ ired on site for a residential nixed-use project, there are IiCeI,Y
few, if any, savings to be had in locating the commercial parking in aseparate
off site structure.. For large rental housing projects, however, there may be
savings to be had in building aseparate parking structure where retail and
residential parking is shared at market rates.
Parking Management. Having a limfted number of large parking structures that
can be shared and well managed for the larger public good is a desirable goal..
This can be achieved by direct public investment in parking structures, by
requirements an private development, by creation of a Business Improvement
District, by leveraging public money in the private development process, and by
other means.
Redevelopment Agency Investment. SI-IRA will be looking for capital
investments that will offer ahigh level of return in supporting the agency's larger
goals. Sometimes, parking structures are agood agency investment since they
can reduce developers' costs, increase achievable density, support sound parking
management, and attract customers to new retaiL At 65th/Folsom, the greatest
capital needs are for those that would improve the wallCability and str^etscape{
as those streets are currently the greatest limitation both in achieving
the larger public goals as well as the right type of developer investments..

Parking Recommendation
Due to the fractured ownerships, time frame for Folsom Boulevard
improvementsf and uncertainty about what will happen on properties north of
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Polsom Boulevard, a shared parking structure to serve properties outside the
Station Block is not iecomrnerided.

Conneclion to Sac State Campus
In order to help alleviate the traffic congestion caused by high turning
movements from westbound Folsom to sout^^otrnd 65th, the City and
Sacramento State should strongly consider creating a new main entrance at 65th
for all modes. There are compelling reasons why this major change should be
considered:
p

It would allow the creation of a great main street environment, such as
University Avenue in i'^o Alto or Teiegraph in Berkeley. if ria Sac State
traffic actually travels on the northern portion of 65th^t the vision of it
serving as atrue university main street is greatly challenged.

p

Improved traffic flow at 65tt, and paisorrt - one of the greatest constraints
at this intersection is caused by the high level of turning movements
made by travelers going to and from Sac State„ A direct vehicular
entrance at the end of 65t^, Street could improve the capacity of the 65t1
and ^^^^om intersection by providing aturnfree access to campus.

^

While a new entrance would result in more traffic on 6511 Street north of
Folsom, it may not mean a net increase in traffic fri the Transit Village
area Some of the traffic currently queuing on 65would be diverted
with the full intersection proposed at Elvas and Falsomy Reallocating
intersection time currentiy consumed by the left turn phases to a
straight4hrough phase should also help reduce congestion.

^A feasibility study prepared in l^ebruary 2006 for the City indicates that ^
new bnre1 under the railroad tracks at 65^3 Street is tchnica1iy feasible
and would cost approximately $24 million to cortstrut~t„ If, as this report
recommends, the expansion under the railroad tracks at Palsnm is not
made, the City could pursue similar funding for the 65th Street tunnel,
where the positive impact could be more s^gniflcant.,
^While the existing Hornet Tunnel provides pedestrian access, it is small,
barely noticeable, and has little impact on redevelopment in the Transit
Village., Anerv entrance and intersection will create a signature gateway
that will anchor the bSStreet main street. heiphig to foster the
redevelopment and reinvestment that the City desires
*

A vehicular entrance at 65^11 would create a more direct route to the 65
Street L.RT station for the Sac Slate Tram, shortening ride times, thereby
potentially increasing ridership. If the Sac State Tram has to use the new
entrance at Ramona, it will be at risk of delays due to congestion on
Foisom.. In March 2006, Sac State was awarded $924,000 through the
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SACOG Community Design Program to do design and engineering
work, including route speciflcatians, in preparation for constnuction of
the Tram.

Figure 6.2

r't

Source: Fi"A Archliec^
The implications of a hill entrance are significant
It is much more than just a new entrance - it will require reconsideration
of the land uses on each side of the tunnel.. On the Transit Village side, it
will mean redevelopment along 65that is more true to the vision of a
University Main Street.. Likewise, on the campus side, it will mean that
Sac State must replan the athletic facilities in order to accommodate a
new entTance and lo create opportunities for signahir^ buildings that
create a distinctive entTance.
t

The new entrance should also be built to serve the Sac State Tram, a bus
rapid transit system currently in the planning stages,. Given that Sac
State is the largest traffic generator in the Transit Village, a transit
connection between the campus and the 65111 Street i..RT station could
have significant impacts on reducing trips and managing future growth.,
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^

A new ^ntiance muse be part of a broader parking and tiansportation
^^^^^ for the university. Merely opening an entrance to allow access
to more parking will not improve the situation.. A comprehensive look at
increasing transit ridership an campus, managing parking supply and
demand, and the surrounding traffic situation must be a part of the new
entrance strategy, The major public investments required to implement
this plan must be ^^t with supportive policies and plans from all public
and private partners ir the Transit Village area,

Figure 6,3

Source; pFA Architecs
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e AC^
Achieving the vision for the Station Block and the entire Transit Village is clearly
more than simply the answer to what happens an any single specific property.
As this study has shown, the interrelationships between land uses and, more
importantly, the public streets and sidewalks that connect them, define what is
possible. This study has identified a number of crilical issues that must be
addressed in order for the vision to be achieved and it has explored some
possibilities that are exciting and should he studied further The following action
plan identifies some of the key steps that should be pursued in the short terrn.,
1.,

^^^t ul^^^^ ^tud^r - Many of the planned tnmsportatiort improvement,s
in the study area respond to projects and demand located outside the
Transit Village, In order for the vision to succeed, transportation
improvements must be designed to prioritize the creation of a
pedestrian-oriented transit village above the need to mitigate traffic
impacts.. Further, there are potential transportation improvements that
could achieve this vision while improving traffic flow and connectivity
These alternatives need much more study to determine whether they are
feasible, and, if so, what the costs might be. To this end, the City , : :.. .
pursued, and won, a SACOG Community Design Program grant in the
amount of $585,000 to reevaluate the cuirent plans and identify
alternatives This circulation study should be done in cooperation with
all relevant City agencies as well as with the participation of key
properly owners such as Sac 5tate.. ^Iements that should he studied
further include, at a minimum:
a.,

impacis of a new entrance to the 65th and Folsorn intersection;

bn

Reevaluate the need for a widened rail ^^ercrossing on Folsorn;

c.,

^^^^^^^^^ options for RI transit center, including on-street
solutions;

ci.,

Integration of the Sac State Tram into the street network and
^RT station;

e..

Intersection location of Elvas and Folsom;
Confirm whether Ramona can still be extended under US-50
without widening Folsom Boulevard;

g.

Street widths and pedestrian-oriented streetscape improvements
that allow for on-street parking and wide sidewalks on both 65U1
and Folsom,
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K Bike lanes throughout the Transit Village,
i,.

Potential new crossings of LRT tracks on Q Sfreet;
J.anpacts of Redding Avenue improvements and overall
connectivity from south of Highway 50 to the Transit Village
and Sac Stale; and

k..

Impacts of these changes to existing environment^l impact
daeuments.,

2.

S g.Stztte ,, PartnersGrou - Already, an ad-hoc group of leaders from Sac
State, the City, and regional agencies have met to begin discussions of
how a new entrance to the campus might benefit the district and how it
might be implementedti This type of public-public partnering is the key
to implementation There will be ^^^^en^g issues, needs for
leadership, and other issues that cannot be discussed in avacuum, This
group should continue to meet regularly to coordinate the efforts of each
party and to build on the momentum that is already underway. The
group should also select a champion to he the leader of efforts to
implement the Station ^^ock strategy - someone to take the lead on
organizing stakeholders, seeking funding coordinating implementation
actions, and other tasks ,

3,

Build the Sac StateTra.m - The Sac State Tram (SST) will be a bus rapid
transit (BRT) system that will connect the 65Street LRT staban with
Sacramento State and will serve as an oricampus circulator once on
campus. Given future growth projections for the university, a transit
system that makes the LRT station a feasible transportation aItemaive is
the only way to accommodate the growth without massive new
investments in parking and road capacity By opening up the campus to
the Transit Village, the SST wifi make it easy for students to patronize
Transit Village merchants and rent apartments there, while also allowing
the community at-large to access the many planned pubTic facilities on
campus,.

Once the above elements are well underway, actual redevelopment of the
Station Block wil.i be more feasibIe. Given that some of these changes may
take three to five years or more to implement, the foilawing actions shouid
be considered as longer-term initiatives:
4.

Reevaluate Certain Transit Villa eplan ^Ie.ments - Certain elements of
the existing 65Street Transit Village Plan may need adjusting to achieve
the vision and should be sWdied further.. Specifically;
a.

Zoni.ngof the Station I^^^ck ^ Currently, the Station B'ock has a
mixed-use overlay, but it is oriented towards commercial uses
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on the west and residential uses on the east., While flexible, the
split zoning on the Station Black may become an issue if
properties can be aggregated into larger projects.. Further, the
maximum density of 60 housing units per net acre may be too
low given likely future market conditions.
b,

p^x^ng..Staa^d^^ds -- The parking standards of the Transit
Overlay district are generally quite supportive of a pedestrianW
oriented design., However, the residential parking standards
require a minirnu.m of one parking space per unit pius some
guest parkirtg. In well transit-served urban locations, especially
adjacent to a major university, residential parking ratios can
successfully be as low as O.,7 or 0.8 parking spaces per unit,
Allowing For lower residential parking densities could
significantly lower the costs of development, making new
investment moz e feasib^e„

5

A^s.e mbl^ la.nd at the Station Block - The fractured ownership of the site
will mean that redevelopment will be small and piecemeal if some sort of
aggregation of property is not made.. This can be done either through
outright acquisition or through any number of public-private
partnerships, where current property owners could lead or be financial
partners in a redevelopment of the site..

6^

C onductrrtare detailed site and financial analyses - This report
describes, at a conceptual level, what is possible at the Station Block
Once more is known about the road improvements, future market
conditions, and willingness of property owners to participate, a more
detailed development feasibility shidy should be conducted. This
should ^^^^^^ market research to confirm the mix of uses, more detailed
site analyses to det^nnine design and cost factors1 a more specific
assessment of zoning and parking standards, and a preliminary financial
analysis to create ballpark esti.rnates for project valuef land pdcirig, and
required subsidy, if any..
Recruit a deve'oper - When the project is ready to move forward and the
more detailed site and market research is complete, the project will be
ready for development. SHIRA should coordinate a request for
qualifications (RFQ) process to select a fi.nan^^afly capable and qualified
developer to design and build amixed-use project.. The RFQ selection
criteria should include the principles and visions contained in this report
and previous plans and should focus an selecting a developer who has a
demonstrated track record of successfully delivering innovative projects
through public-private partnerships...
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1.

Create a safe, lively University Mixed Use District that serves the
surrounding East Sacramento Neighborhood.

2.

Balance residential, retail, and employment opportunities near the 65Street
station..

a.

Provide incentives to support new urban mixed uses that support transit
ridership ,

4..

Est^blish urban densities and development standards for residential and
cvrrLmerciaI development that supports transit use.

5.

Allow retention and continued operalian of existing ir ►dust^iaT and service
. .
.
oriented uses.,

6,.

Allow for amix of community and neighborhood uses that will serve the
residential, employeex and student population of the area.,
Y

7,

Create opportunities for new residential development that can reinforce and
extthd the adjacent East Sacramento neighborhood as a place ^o live..

8.,

Provide for a range of housing types that meet the needs of a diverse
population..

9

Provide on-site common areas, private open space, and community facilities
to meet the needs of residents and to serve Transit Village patrons

io. Promote a relationship to the natural environment and increase human
comfort t,h:rough the use of aFpropilately suited vegetation.
11. Create ^^^^^^orhaod identity through consistent design, scale, and mass,
using quality materials and appropriate styling.
12. Promote energy efficient design and resource conservation within the
district.
i3. Design buildings to integrate with their surrounrirtg context in terms of
function, scale, and massing.
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141 Within the Superbiock and Triangle sites along 65 Street aiid Folsom
Boulevard, ensure an appropriate scale, use, and height fransffion to the
adjacent East Sacramento ne^^^^^^^^^d and compatibility and avoidance of
conflicts with ex^sUng industrial and service oriented uses„
15. Create a lively, pedestrian oriented public environment by clearly defining
public areas, increasing safely, and adding interest to building frontage,
16.. Facilitate pedes^ian movement by limiLing distance of travel and increasing
cornfort,,

17. Develop a connected network, rather than isolated nodes of public open
sp^ca
18 . Ensure ^^^^ of ^^^cu'at'on by providing concise and accessible directional
information.
19. Limit and screen parking to reinforce the overall transit and pedestrian
orientation of the 65th Street Station project and the desiredurban densities,,
20,. When undertaking building expansions, exterior mo^lications or changes to
other uses, guide the building conversion to assure compatibility with future
pedestrian oriented mixed uses.
21„ Provide for clear, safe, and convenient access between and through
developments.
22.. Ensure abalanced circulation system for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists
to create attractive, convenient and safe movement to, from, arid throughout
the Transit Village area.,
23.. Transform 65th Street into a village main street.
24.. Adopt new street sections for the 65th Transit Village area to promote a
balanced transportation system and direct pedestrian access to the area.
25 . Work with Regional Transit to increase access to the light rail/bus transit
station at 65th. Street.
26.^ Ensure a balanced approach to resolving drainage and sewer issues
throughout the Transit Village area.,
27. Reduce urban runoff.
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The Station Block exists within a rapidly changing distrid in a growing part of
the City. 1Viar^y factors will influence the type of develvpment that occurs at the
Station BYock. These factors occur externally to the Station Block, adjacent to the
site, and internally.
External factors include the amount of "University Vff{age'' type
development that occurs in the greater 65th Street Transit Village District md
changes to the larger ciicu.iation net ►vork,
n

Adjacent factors include the type of improvements made to Folsom
Boulevard and 65th Street; and

.

On^sie factors include the availability of properties for redevelopment and
the location of any future street connections..

Prior to reaching the preferred development program, the consultant team •...F:
evaluated these conditions and potential alternatives in a series of ex^rcis^s at the
June 2005 workshop and in follow up work sessIons. The following section
describes the issues that were explored along with aseries o alternatives, the
pros and cons a. each, and a recommendation of the preferred solution.,

RI Bus Intermodal Facility Location
The RI bus interr^odal facility is approximately 2.5 acres in size, making it one of
the largest land holdings and a significant redevelopment opportunity,. The
facili Ly is one of the most important intermodal centers in the region, connecting
nine bus lines. All of these lines terminate at 65th, each requiring adedicated bay.
The bus intermodaI facility must also serve as a turnaround allowing seamless
access from all directions and protected left tu.rns.
While the bus intermodal facility works fairly well from a transit operational
perspective, it works poorly horn a pedestrian, real estate, or place Making
perspective.. The facility consumes a large area of land, more tii an half of it used
only for bus circulation or for no purpose at all. Any plan for the Station Block
must maintain the functionality of the facility while improving the pedestrian
orientation of the area and making more effective use of RT"s land.
Alternatives to the existing facility layout include:
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Alternative I ReIacatirng the facility to the Jackson property site, adjacent to
the freeway off ramp.. This option is not currenfly possible or likely due to
development plans for the site by the property owner.

S
^

Allows for complete redevelopment of RT's
highly va1uah^e parcel, swapping it for a
parcel with lower development value;
Could enhance pedestrian safely; and
Allows for significant expansion of
i.nterrnadal center capacity.,

S

S

S

C
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^

Requires new at-grade crossing of LRT
hacks; likely this would mean shifting
the existing Redding crossiiig;
Buses approaching the interinodal from
the north wou'd be required to crass the
tracks twice in each wund trip, adding
some delay;
Relocating to the Jackson site would
require property acquisition or a land
swap; and
Removes a highly visible corner parcel
from development.
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Alternative 2

©

,
E
p

I3us transfers linearly within a redesigned ^ Street right of way,

On-street transferring would free up the FT
sue for development;
Would not require addilional (or relocated)
RT track crassthg;
Allows for increase in bus bays; and
Least costly solution because no land is
required for in^^rinodal.

I

U
.
.

.
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^

On^sti'eet transferring would lengthen
walking distances for some bus-to-bus
transfers;
Requires connection through Station Block
to new tiafflc light at Elvas ancl Folsom;
On-street padC.ing would be eliminated for
a long stretch of Q Street;
All buses mix with general traffic,
resulting in delays for buses and potenl^al
safely issues; and
Many bus patrons required to cross Q
Street..

u" St
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Alternative 3
tracks,

*

Bus Iransfers linearly on both the north and south sides of the

Would enhance pedestrian safety by not
having to crass Q Street;
Cost efficiency because no piuperty
acquisition may be necessary; and
Allows for increase in bus bays.
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Reduces development potential;
Decrease in pedestrian safety since street
crossings would be required for bus-rail
tiansfer; and
Creates perception of unsafe pedestrian
space due to limited visual access,
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Relocating the facility elsewhere on the Station B'ock..

Centralized transfexring would free up the
RT site fo^ development;
Would not require additional (or relocated)
^I track crossing;
Allows increase in bus bays, and
Could enhance pedestrian safety at Q Sbeek.

,
r

Minor increase ^n walking distance for
some bus^rail transfer5; and
Relocating to the new site would require
property acquisition or a land swap

Development of Air Rights Over Existing Facility
It was also considered whether it would be feasible for RT to keep the existing
facility where it is and to build a mixed^use development over the facility by
selling or leasing the air rights., This solution was considered briefly, but is not
feasible for a number of reasons.
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,

There are few examples in the caurthy of successful development above
^bus facility and even fewer for kcations outside of a downtown;

I

Construction costs would be very high clue to the need to elevate Lhe
second floor well above th.e height of the buses;

n

The noise from idling buses eou^^ make it difficult to attract tenants,
harming the ability to finance the project;

M

A^overed bus facility. while protected from the elements, would have
design challenges to ensure a sense of safety,

pThe added costs and complexity of development would not likely be
reflected by any increase in land values or lease rates; and
^

The open bays of the facility would break up the continuous building
frontage desired in a pedestrian village.,

Bus Transfer Facility Recon^rr7endation
Acknowledgement of the high value for redevelopment of RT's existing sit^is ..
_.:
the bass for considering any alternative location at all With frontage on:65^E,w.
:
Street and the size of the parcel, the.RT parcel must be a part of any
redevelopment alternative for the west end of the Station Block; Further traffic,
operational, and cost analyses must be performed to fully evaluate the
oppartumities and constraints of these al.ternaHves. At the cancepWai level, . :.. .
Alternatives 1and 3 provide the greatest opportunities to improve the pedestrian
experience and maximize development opportunities at the Station Bloclc., Both
alternatives eliminate the need for pedesh lan5 to crass Q Street when
transferring from buses to trains, and both minimize the amount of street
frontage and on-street parking that would be lost to bus parking.,
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Grid Structure of Redesigned Station Block
As discussed earlier, the ^^^^^ Block is in a par l of Sacramento that has very
1.ittle connecLivily oulside of a few major ar^^^iais and I-Tighway 50., A more
complete ^^^^t grid not only creates adthtional traffic capacity, but it creates
more front doors" for properties, thereby enhancing development
opportunities.
Creating a better eann^^^^n from Elvas Street to Folsom l3aulevard is a key
component of the Folsom Boulevard hmprovemenls Project. Continuing this
connection across Folsom into the Station l3lock would allow for even greater
connectivity and would maximize the use of a new signalized intersection. The
location of the connection could vary depending on the availability of land on
the Station Block as well as on the triangle-shaped block on the north side of
FoIsom.
Alternative 1 Maintain existing streets with improvements to east-west
connectivity (arrows) ^^^ over time as property redevelops,
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Low cost by utilizing existing streets,
Na land assembly I ownership
consolidation required;
Improvements can be made and
financed as redevelopment occurs; and
Minimizes impacts to existing
businesses.

q

Maintains existing auto-oiiented{ superblock (400'x7OtY) development pattern large-scale office, service commercial,
etc.,
Buildings fronting to surface parking,.
Poor connectivity, pedestrian access, and

•
•

safety;

Minimal opp^rRmity for sidewalk

•

oriented retail;

Disassociates thculation withirt the
Station B^^^kfrom the discussion ofa
new Elvas Street intersection; and
Non-compliance with the Section C.
Goals and Policies of the Transit Village
T'lan.,

•

S
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.A1tezriativ^ 2 In addiflor^ to the east-west ^onneetiviy of Alternative 1, build a
north-south street with three optional alignments, which can vary based on
property availability and the alignment of afuture F.lvas Stet intersection.
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Enhances narLh-south Street
connectivity - from RT platform to
the hear^ of theTransit Vfflagc and
Sacramento State campus,
Introduces internal street grid ^
2Q1rx400' blocks - maximizing
potential for retail frontage,
pedestrian-scaled str^etscape, well
activated public spaces, elc,;
Reduces traffic congestion by
increasing local circulation options;
Good signal spacing on Folsom 700' from 65Sfreet/Folsom;
Adequate storage on realigned
EIva^ - 150`r
New intersection p^^^^^^s direct
access to center of Station Block
creating four sub-blacks; and
Minimal impads to existing
businesses north of Folsom.
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Increases development costs by
adding i.nftastructure;
Impacts to local business - teardown, adaptive reuse, etc; and
Requires ownership consolidation
or land swap;
Potentially access constrained
remainder parcel -- northeast
corner of new intersection; and
Cost associated with Elvas Street
extension to Folsom,,

^
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A1Lernative 3 Create a crossing farther westward at the existing access road
into the Station Block..

©

•
.

Sufficient signal spacing on Folsorn
^ 501Y from 65th Street! Folsom;
Creates additional frontage on
Elv^^ extension - 300' block; and
New intersection aligns with
existing street on station Mock
creating three sub-blocks..

a
.
^

SCr.nli^ ►^lo I IOUS111^.4 and RcdCi i^^pniti Ar,cr7cy.

Creates large remainder parcel northeast corner of new
intersection;
Greater impacts on existing
businesses north of Folsom;
Cast associated with Elvas Street
extension to Folsom; and
Creates one fewer subb1ack than
other alternatives.
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Grid Structure and E1vas Crossing Recommendation
Alternative 2 would establish the best potential grid structure for the Slalion
IMock while also maximizing flexibility and connectivity to a future EIvas Sfreet
connector.. While it would require properly acquis^^on, this could be phased in
over time as property redevelops or becomes arrailabIe. The most important
aspect to the alternative is that it would create a mid-block connection across
Folsom Bouievard, enhancing pedestrian connectivity, hIpu1si.ngr ► traffic through
signalizatian, and creating more of a amu1tiMb1ock rather than super-block feeI.
Due to the complex interactions of new intersections, future development, and
^^ffic flow, these alternatives should be ^^^^ed further as part of a Transit
Village tTaffic aanaJyszs.
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Crossing of RT Tracks at Q Street
Possibly in combination with anew sfreet connected to the p,lvas crossing at
Fo1som1 a new crossing of the RT tracks at Q Street could furthei enhance
connectivity. This crossing could be in lieu of or in addition to the existing
crossing at the east end of Q St^^eL A new crossing could enhance connectivity
to a bus fiansfer center if it were located south of the LRT platform.
Alternative 1Crossing at the east end of the RT platform

.
•

0

Enhances northsouth connectivity to
Station Block and heart of Transit Village;
Enhances east-west connectivity through
Jackson property; and

•

Minimizes impact to existing RT platform.
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Expense associated with new crossing of
RT tracks; and
Aligns best with Grid Structure
Alternative 2 - requiring ownership
consolidation or land swap.,

^1
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Alternative 2 Crossing at east end of existing RT tzansfer Iot, coinciding with
the existing street

•
^

Enhances northsouth connectivity
to Station Block and heart of Transit
Village;
Enhances ^^^^^west connectivity
through Jackson property; and
Minimizes infrastructure costs by
aligning with existing Station Black
street grid.

s

Cuts through existing p'atFarm
reqt^^^^^^ re-construction;
Constrains future expansion of
platform,
Aligns best with Grid Structure
Alternative I - larger block pattern;
and
Aligns best with Elvas Street
crossing Alternative 2 - fewer
internal sub-blocks (3 instead o14).,

Track Crossing Recommendation
The crossing of the RT tracks, if moved from its current location, should
primarily be a factor of haw it supports other Stat-inn Block elements such as the
relocation of the bus facility or a new riid-block connector to Fir^^^ Street.
Therefore, there is no recommended alternative here, but it should be studied
fwther in conjunction with the other elements
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